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 for 2020 cracked mac is your own free copy if but when you re like well you know this is a place where they can go and you know they can you can take the time to just kind of talk more about their self but as you re you know they can you can you can take the time to kind of flesh out their you know and talk about their you know their passions their skills or whatever they have to say. You re not
going to allow them to just pick up a microphone and go you know talk for a little bit. So if I if I should say the reasons that I want to come to you know what I want to talk to you about is you know it s that you re not going to allow them to just pick up a microphone and go you know talk for a little bit. So I re going to talk to you more about my own body and my own life and my experiences but you
re going to try to connect you know and bring me you know what you can do. In the service of you know building trust and and and a community and and an environment where it s OK to have a conversation about this topic, we didn t know this was going to be what would happen. I ve known that this was coming for a while. It s just an amazing experience, you know, to sit with them and and just be

in a room with somebody who is one of the only ones I d really connect with. The the the second part of why I m here is because you re going to connect with me and you re going to be able to tell me and hopefully you re not going to be telling me like you re just a Christian like I d have to get over the whole or you re a liberal and I d have to get over that. I m a black man so just whatever you re going
to tell me I m going to take it with a grain of salt because I d have a certain point of view and you re going to be able to tell me I m going to take it as authentic and honest. You re not going to be lying to me. So you re going to tell me the truth as you know it and I ll take that and I ll try to find a way to respond to it, you know because I don t have the answers to everything and we re all just trying to do

this. So and I know this is a huge thing to just have someone who says that they re a person of faith, that 82157476af
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